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Cute pictures of animals, rhyming text to read aloud, and touch & feel textures make this book

perfect for you and your bright baby.
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This has wonderful textures for tactile stimulation. While I'm sure it's wonderful for children, I used

this with someone afflicted with dementia and she seemed to enjoy it while it kept her engaged. It

was a nice activity for us to bond over.

My almost 8 month old son LOVES the touch and feel books - we read "I see a monster" daily and

he always reaches his hand to feel the various monsters. This one was just not interesting to him -

or at least not yet. It's not written very well - the writing is clunky considering it's such a short/simple

book. And the touch-and-feel parts aren't interesting enough to get him to want to touch them. Not a

hit at this point, will try again later.

We love these books. They are simple and short but still have enough words that you are actually

reading to your child and not just listing animal names. My son likes to touch his nose to the furry

animals.



My very active 10 month old son was not interested in books at all. As a teacher I am probably a

little over zealous, but I know how important it is to read to children at a young age. These books

have colorful language and the fuzzy pictures keep him entertained long enough to sit and listen!

We got this for my daughter's first birthday and she has greatly enjoyed it. In looking at reviews for

touch and feel books, it sounds like there are many not-so-great ones out there. I've been very

happy with this one - the textures are all surprisingly accurate (lion, lizard, panda, zebra and

elephant) and disparate. Also, each animal has a cute, rhyming description, making it a book we

can actually READ which is refreshing.

Daughter loves some other books in this series (green one with the rabbit on front in particular), but

frankly the rhymes are suspect in this one. Might seem nit picky, but you know after reading this

thing for the thousandth time starts to annoy you.

Great book for Pre-K and K. The children love to feel the textures of the animals at the zoo.

Everyone wants to take it home. I am a school teacher.

My 10-month-old really likes this book. I wish it had one or two more pages (there are four animals

all together). The only complaint I have is that the "panda bear" page is kind of hard for her to get.

The touch and feel part is velvet ears and because the material is flat and blends into the panda

picture, she never wants to try to touch it. I do like that there is a story with each picture, so we get

to actually read something as opposed to just saying "touch the animal." That aspect means it will

get more use as she grows. Overall it's beautiful book that I think most children will enjoy.
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